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Stephanie & Michael Lehnort, General Managers Valsana Hotel
Arosa
Michael Lehnort, General Manager
of the Valsana Hotel Arosa: “I had
actually only agreed to take over as
interim manager for the summer
season at the Valsana, but shortly
after my arrival in Arosa, I realised
that I wanted to take on the flagship
project with my wife, Stephanie. It
was

love

at

second

sight!”

Since its opening in December
2017,

the

boutique

hotel

has

numbered among Switzerland's most modern hotels in terms of sustainability and
design, and now, under the leadership of husband-and-wife team Stephanie and Michael
Lehnort, it is set to successfully continue its more than 100-year tradition.

Michael Lehnort (39) was already part of the Tschuggen Hotel Group, serving as Executive
Assistant Manager at the Carlton Hotel St. Moritz for almost six years. Born in Germany, he has
lived in Switzerland for more than twelve years now, and originally came come to Arosa as
interim manager for the summer season.

Michael Lehnort has a degree in hotel business administration, and started his career after
training as a hotel specialist and working in front-office positions in Germany and the UK. He
gained his first experience in Sales & Marketing at the Brenner’s Park-Hotel & Spa in BadenBaden, where he met his wife, Stephanie Lehnort (41), who was working as Director of Events
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at Brenner's. Three years later, they moved to Switzerland where Michael took on the role of
Director of Sales & Marketing at the Gstaad Palace, while his wife worked as Director of Events
at the Parkhotel Vitznau, as Events & Marketing Manager at a car dealership, and as ECommerce Manager at the Gstaad Palace. As a trained hotel specialist, she then also took on
various roles at the Carlton Hotel. The most recent position for the mother of two sons was in
the field of Marketing and PR at the Academia Engiadina in Samedan.
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